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Spin crossover materials are bi-stable systems with potential applications as molecular
scale electronic switches, actuators, thermometers, barometers and displays. However,
calculating the enthalpy difference, ∆H, between the high spin (HS) and low spin (LS)
states has been plagued with difficulties. For example, many common density functional
theory (DFT) methods fail to even predict the correct sign of ∆H, which determines the
low temperature state. Here, we study a collection of Fe(II) and Fe(III) materials, where
∆H has been measured, and which has previously been used to benchmark density func-
tionals. The best performing hybrid functional, TPSSh, achieves a mean absolute error
compared to experiment of 11 kJ mol−1 for this set of materials. However, hybrid func-
tionals scale badly in the solid state; therefore, local functionals are preferable for studying
crystalline materials, where the most interesting SCO phenomena occur. We show that both
the Liechtenstein and Dudarev DFT+U methods are a little more accurate than TPSSh. The
Dudarev method yields a mean absolute error of 8 kJ mol−1 forUeff = 1.6 eV. However, the
MAE for both TPSSh and DFT+U are dominated by a single material – if this is excluded
from the set, then DFT+U achieves chemical accuracy. Thus, DFT+U is an attractive op-
tion for calculating the properties of spin crossover crystals, as its accuracy is comparable
to that of meta-hybrid functionals, but at a much lower computational cost.
a)Electronic mail: miriam.ohlrich@uq.net.au
b)Electronic mail: powell@physics.uq.edu.au
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spin crossover (SCO) is a phenomenon where the equilibrium state of a material can transition
between a high spin (HS) and low spin (LS) state with changes in temperature, pressure, applied
magnetic fields or light irradiation1. Many SCO materials are pseudo-octahedral coordination
complexes of first row transition metal ions with open d-orbitals (d4−d7)2. The HS state occurs
when the crystal field splitting, ∆cf, is smaller than the d-orbital electron pairing energy and the
LS state occurs in the opposite case3. In SCO materials the enthalpy difference between the HS
and LS states, ∆H = HHS−HLS, is typically less than 50 kJ mol−1.4 As SCO often occurs in
large coordination complexes and coordination polymers, this is challenging for first principles
approaches to accurately and reliably capture.
Density functional theories (DFT) utilizing hybrid functionals, which include some exact ex-
change can predict ∆H accurately enough to allow the prediction of many material properties.
Notably, Jensen and Cirera5 reported that the meta-hybrid TPSSh, with 10 % exact exchange,
gave a mean absolute error relative to experiment (MAE) of 11 kJ mol−1 for ∆H for a range of Fe
based SCO complexes. However, many of the most interesting properties of SCO materials, from
both the fundamental6–16 and applications15,17–25 perspectives, result from the interplay between
the changes in enthalpy and entropy when a single molecule changes spin-state, and frustrated
elastic interactions between complexes in the solid state. The elastic interactions are fundamen-
tally a property of the solid state, rather than a single complex. However, in the solid state, the
exact exchange component of hybrid functionals becomes prohibitively time consuming. This has
motivated several groups to investigate whether similar or higher accuracy results can be achieved
without the use of hybrid density functionals.26–32
Pure density functionals, such as the local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gra-
dient approximations (GGA), tend to over-delocalize the valence electrons. This is because these
approximations for the exchange correlation functional do not fully cancel out the self-interaction
term in the Hartree potential. Thus, there is some residual repulsion between each electron and
itself in the model, which forces the electrons further away from the nucleus33. This is why DFT
calculations based on pure functionals fail to accurately predict the properties of materials involv-
ing transition metals with open d or f orbitals: where the valence electrons are strongly interacting
and localized34,35.
One way to counter this over-delocalisation is to use an LDA or GGA functional with an added
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Hubbard model-like potential term (the DFT+U method).33,36–38 This potential term includes elec-
trostatic interactions between two electrons in the same orbital and the energy associated with the
exchange of electrons between orbitals on the same atom. The inclusion of this on-site Coulomb
interaction (U), and the electron exchange interaction (J), increases the electron localization: ap-
proximately correcting the over-delocalization of valence electrons in DFT33,36.
Since DFT+U uses a pure density functional for all but the strongly correlated d orbital elec-
trons, and the added potential terms only act locally, the computational time for DFT+U is compa-
rable to pure functionals like LDA and GGA, even in the solid state. In contrast, the computational
times for hybrid functionals dramatically increase with the size of the crystal33.
Most previous papers that have discussed the use of DFT+U for spin crossover materials have
tuned the U and J parameters to reproduce the properties of a single material26–31. Vela et al.32
is the only systematic study of the DFT+U parameterization we are aware of. They included an
empirical treatment of the vibronic contributions and, to implement this, they needed to adjust
the calculated single molecule frequencies to match the measured vibrational entropy. If such
measurements are not available for molecular crystals then this approach is not possible. It is
also not clear how to extend this method to frameworks and coordination polymers, where many
important SCO phenomena are observed.7–10,25 We are, therefore, motivated to ask: can a DFT+U
method with no experimental input and a common value ofU and J achieve results of comparable
or better accuracy than those of hybrid functionals for the spin crossover enthalpy difference for a
set of spin crossover materials? To answer this question, we investigated two DFT+U methods: the
Liechtenstein method,38 which treats U and J as separate parameters, and the Dudarev method,34
which uses only the difference between them, Ueff =U− J.
II. METHODS
A. Training set
To benchmark our DFT+U calculations we need a collection of spin crossover materials for
which the spin transition enthalpy differences have been experimentally determined. For ease
of comparison, we selected the same set that Jensen and Cirera5 used to benchmark a range of
functionals (Table I, Figure 1). However, only the iron complexes were investigated, as different
U and J values are needed to accurately describe complexes with different central ions.
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No. Material dn ∆H (kJ/mol) CSD
1 [Fe(acac)2trien](PF6) d5 7-1739,40 actrfe41
2 [Fe(papth)2](BF4) d6 1642 colijao43
3 [Fe(tacn)2](Cl2) d6 21-2444 dettol45
4 [Fe(2-amp)3](Cl2) d6 18-2546 fepicc47
5 [Fe(HB(pz)3)2] d6 16-2248,49 hpzbfe50
6 [Fe(py(bzimH))3](2ClO4) d6 20-2151 kokfof52
7 [Fe(tppn)](2ClO4) d6 25-3053 iqiceq54
TABLE I. Spin crossover materials investigated. We present their d electron configuration (dn);
the measured enthalpy differences (∆H), the range including both the experimental error (where re-
ported) and differences between experiments, with MAEs calculated relative to the midpoint of this
range; and the reference codes for the compounds in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). Lig-
ands are abbreviated as follows: acac = acetylacetonate, trien = triethylenetetramine, papth = 2-(2-
pyridylamino)-4-(2-pyridyl)thiazole, tacn = 1,4,7-triazacyclononane, 2-amp = 2-aminomethylpyridine,
HB(pz)3 = hydrotris(pyrazol-1-yl)borate, py(bzimH) = 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzimidazole, and tppn = tetrakis(2-
pyridylmethyl)-1,2-propanediamine.
B. Computational details
Where absent, hydrogen atoms were added to structures using the ‘HADD’ function in
OLEX255. All DFT calculations were carried out in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)56–59. First, structural relaxations were carried out for each crystal using the PBE func-
tional to provide both the HS and LS structures. Then, DFT+U calculations were performed, also
using the PBE functional, while gradually varying U and J. This approach allows us to focus on
the changes in the electronic structure due to the local interactions and has a negligible impact
on the calculated enthalpy differences, see section III A. The HS and LS states were prepared by
specifying the initial magnetic moments of the Fe atoms. Explicit inspection of a representative
sample of calculations and the obvious adiabatic continuity of the data, below, demonstrate that
the correct local minimum was achieved in all cases. All calculations used a plane wave basis set
with a plane wave cutoff of 500 eV. The stopping condition for the minimization of the density
functional was that two successive steps differed in energy by 10−6 eV or less, and the Brillouin
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FIG. 1. Structures of complexes investigated. Hydrogen atoms and counter ions are excluded for clarity.
zone was sampled only at the Γ point, as benchmarking indicated that ∆H only depends very
weakly on the number of k-points (Supplementary Information, Fig. S1). Input files and selected
output for these calculations are available for download.60
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Dudarev Approach
Ueff = U − J was increased in increments of 0.1 eV from the relaxed HS and LS structures.
The difference between the calculated ∆H and that measured experimentally for each material is
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FIG. 2. Error in the calculated enthalpy difference between the HS and LS states, ∆H, relative to the
experimentally measured values (Table I), using the Dudarev approach with a PBE functional. The error
bars represent the range of experimental values in Table I.
plotted in Figure 2.
Increasing Ueff leads to a linear decrease in the spin crossover enthalpy difference for all ma-
terials. For materials 2-7, all of the gradients are very similar, whereas the gradient for material 1
(black) is clearly different. A straightforward analysis of the Hubbard (or more strictly Kanamori)
model61 shows that different gradients should be expected for different (formal) numbers of the
d electrons, in line with this finding. Orbital relaxation and hybridisation mean that such a sim-
ple calculation does not correctly predict the magnitude of the gradient. Nevertheless, it explains
the linear variation of ∆H with Ueff, the very similar gradients of materials 2-7, and the different
gradient of 1.
To determine the optimal value ofUeff, we calculated the mean absolute error over the entire set
of materials (Figure 3). The DFT+U method, carried out using the Dudarev approach, marginally
outperforms the TPSSh functional: the lowest MAE for the DFT+U method is 8 kJ mol−1, for
Ueff = 1.63 eV, compared to an MAE of 11 kJ mol−1 for TPSSh. Note also that the minimum
is extremely soft – therefore the accuracy is not strongly affected by different choices of Ueff.
The largest absolute error for any single material with this value of Ueff is 30 kJ mol−1, which
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FIG. 3. Mean absolute error in the spin crossover enthalpy difference for the Dudarev approach, using the
PBE functional (blue squares), calculated over materials 1-7. For comparison, the MAE for the TPSSh
functional for the same set of materials (11 kJ mol−1; red line) is also shown.5 For Ueff between 1.5 and
1.8 eV, the MAE from the DFT+U calculation is lower than that for the TPSSh functional. The lowest MAE
(8 kJ mol−1) achieved for Ueff = 1.63 eV.
also marginally outperforms the largest absolute error for TPSSh, which was 32 kJ mol−1. The
largest absolute error for both the TPSSh functional and the Dudarev approach occurs for material
5 (which is a clear outlier in Figure 2). Both the Dudarev approach and TPSSh functional give
similar energies for this material – both of which are higher than the experimental energy. Thus,
one may begin to suspect that the reported experimental value for material 5 may not be accurate.
Excluding this material, the optimal value of Ueff is 1.6 eV, with an MAE of 4.7 kJ mol−1 –
chemical accuracy – and the MAE for the TPSSh functional is 7.5 kJ mol−1. So, the optimized
value ofUeff is only changed marginally, and the Dudarev method still yields more accurate results
than the TPSSh functional.
Finally, we investigated the impact of using structures optimized with the pure PBE functional
in the above calculations, rather than with the DFT+U, as one would typically do. We therefore
reoptimized the HS and LS structures for all seven materials in the training set using DFT+U with
Ueff = 1.6 eV. While this caused small changes the calculated ∆H for most materials, it had a
negligible on the MAE for the entire set (which was 9 kJ mol−1 for the pure PBE structures versus
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FIG. 4. Mean absolute error in the spin crossover enthalpy difference for the Liechtenstein approach, using
the PBE functional. These values were calculated over materials 1-7 at increments of 0.05 eV in U and J.
The white line represents the contour with the same MAE as reported previously for the TPSSh functional,5
(11 kJ mol−1 for compounds 1-7). All values of U and J within this loop give lower MAEs than the TPSSh
functional, the minimum MAE being 8.7 kJ mol−1, which occurs atU = 1.7 eV, and J= 0. This outperforms
the TPSSh functional, and is very similar to the MAE found using the Dudarev method.
10 kJ mol−1 for DFT+U).
B. Liechtenstein Approach
In the Liechtenstein approach, U and J are varied independently. The MAE over all seven
materials is reported in Figure 4.
For U = 1.7 eV and J = 0, the Liechtenstein method also gives a marginally lower MAE
(8.8 kJ mol−1) than the TPSSh functional. The largest absolute error is 29 kJ mol−1, which again
occurs for material 5. Excluding this material yields a minimum MAE of 5.4 kJ mol−1 when
U = 1.7 eV and J = 0. So, the values of U and J do not shift in this case, and the results are still
better than the TPSSh functional (where the MAE is 7.5 kJ mol−1 excluding material 5).
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IV. CONCLUSION
Both the Dudarev and Liechtenstein DFT+U methods give lower values for the MAE than
Jensen and Cirera5 found using the TPSSh functional. However, the Dudarev method gives a
slightly lower MAE than the Liechtenstein method, and has a lower computational time, so, based
on the results for these seven materials, it is the recommended method. As we suspect that the
reported experimental enthalpy difference for material 5 may not be accurate, we recommended
using Ueff = 1.60 eV, for future calculations of the spin transition enthalpy difference in SCO
materials.
The optimized values ofUeff =U−J determined for the DFT+U approaches are in good agree-
ment with previous DFT+U calculations whereUeff was optimized for only a single material. Val-
ues obtained for individual materials range from Ueff = 1.55 eV to 2.5 eV.26–29,31 Vela et al.32
found a larger value of Ueff than us (2.65 eV). This is reasonable as they are subtracting an es-
timate of the vibronic contribution to ∆H made by combining experiment and theory. As ∆H
monotonically decreases with Ueff, this implies that one should expect Vela et al.’s effective U to
be larger than ours. We also note that our approach gives a very similar accuracy to the more com-
plicated method of Vela et al: we find an MAE of 4.7 kJ mol−1 (excluding material 5), whereas
they reported an MAE of 4.3 kJ mol−1 (for a different, but overlapping, set of materials).
Overall, using the Dudarev method with Ueff = 1.6 eV is an attractive prospect. It provides a
computationally inexpensive way to predict the enthalpy difference between the HS and LS states
for crystal structures where no experimental input is available.
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